Increased efficiency at the office

Base unit

Remote unit

Better customer service at call centres
On-line Indicator
The light flashes when the headset/handset button
is in the headset position.

Headset Stand
The headset can be stored on the
headset stand when not in use.

Headset/Handset Button
The headset/handset button allows
Ellipse users to change easily between
the headset and handset.

Microphone
Volume Control
The switch adjusts
the out going
sound level so the
caller can always
hear the Ellipse
user clearly and
distinctly.
Telephone
Termination Switch
The switch adjusts
to all of the most
commonly used
telephones and
telephone systems.

With Ellipse, the busy office becomes an
even more efficient workplace. Ellipse is
designed for people who want to take
the next step after hands-free use of
their telephones - and step away from
their desks while talking on the phone.
The cordless Ellipse takes users further
because not only can you leave your
desk completely to retrieve information
without hanging up, with Ellipse you
can even answer calls when you are far
away from your desk.

Up to 150 meters

Volume Control
The volume control adjusts the incoming sound
so the user can always hear the caller clearly and
distinctly.
Mute Button
The mute function allows the user to speak freely
without the caller hearing what is said. A signal
indicates when the mute function is active.
Hook Switch
The hook switch button allows the user to answer
a call when away from his/her desk if a hook
switch device is connected to Ellipse. The button
can also be programmed to work with electronic
hook switches or for other uses such as Push-toTalk (PTT), used by the law enforcement sector
– and even to open doors.

Battery Charging Indicator
The indicator lights up when the battery is
in the recharging slot.

On-line Indicator
The indicator lights up when the headset/
handset button is in the headset position
and flashes when the Ellipse user is talking.

The Ellipse family of cordless headset
solutions offers a new level of freedom
to call centre managers and agents at
busy call centres.
At call centres, efficiency is money.
With Ellipse, call centre managers can
walk away from their desks to supervise
agents and still be able to answer incoming calls. Agents can also leave their
workstations to retrieve information,
complete a call, and answer a new call
while returning.

An advanced cordless
solution you can rely on
Ellipse is the world’s most advanced cordless
headset solution; and its elegant, user-friendly
design reflects this fact. The streamlined appearance of the base unit, which even holds an extra
battery, and the compact, lightweight remote
unit, which only weighs 100 grams including
the battery, both harmonise with the requirements of today’s modern workplace.
The Ellipse family – with its wide variety of
variants, accessories and free choice of headset
– is designed to meet your needs, whether your
work-place is a call centre, an office, a warehouse, or even a police station.
With the Ellipse family, GN Netcom offers
headset users an advanced cordless solution
you can rely on. In short: As far as you can go
with a headset!

Headsets
The Ellipse family
offers many
headset options.
You can choose
a GN Netcom
headset from
the Profile,
ADDvantage
Plus, Optima and
CombiSet head-

Ellipse

Technical information
Profile

ADDvantage
Plus
Compatibility
Ellipse can be connected to all
of the most commonly used
telephones and telephone
systems.

Optima

CombiSet
headset

set series.

Why choose a cordless solution?

Freedom at work
Cordless Ellipse allows you to move up to
150 meters from your desk while talking on
the phone. This way you can:
• Keep your caller on-line while finding the
answers to their inquiries by consulting a
colleague down the hall.

DECT Technology
Standard Ellipse uses 1.8 GHz
digital DECT technology, but
other members of the family
operate on other frequencies.
Ellipse automatically selects a
free channel when turned on
which gives clear reception even
when there are many users.

• Answer calls even when you’re not at your desk.

Ellipse & Profile Surefit

Call Security
Ellipse’s digital encrypted
signalling scheme prevents
eavesdropping so all your calls
are private.

Accessories
Hook Switch Device
The hook switch device
allows you to answer calls
or hang up without returning to your desk. The hook
switch device lifts or lowers
your handset when you
press the hook switch on
the remote unit.

Wearing Styles
For wearing the lightweight
remote unit, there are two
types of belt clips – an elegant
standard version and an extrastrong belt version. In addition,
there is an “around-the-neck”
style (lanyard), designed especially for women who may not
have a belt or pocket on their
dress for the clip style.

Introducing the family of cordless headset solutions

Ellipse & Profile mono

Transmission Range
With Ellipse, you can move up
to 150 meters from the base
unit. If you move out of the
transmission range, a signal
in your headset lets you know.
Meanwhile, your call will be
put on hold.

Ellipse & Optima mono

All Day Talktime
Ellipse gives you 12 hours of
continuous talktime with one
single battery. With the optional second battery, you can
increase talktime to 24 hours
per day.
Extra strong belt clip
Battery Charging
The battery is fully recharged
in 3 hours. You can recharge a
second battery in the extra recharging slot. If battery power gets too low, a signal in
your headset lets you know.
Lanyard

Ellipse & ADDvantage
Plus mono

2 meters extension cord

Ellipse & Profile UNC
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Why choose Ellipse?

As far as you can go with a headset

